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The first complete presentation
of up-to-date knowledge

on biology and pharmacology
of lithium ion



Hartigan GP.

The use of lithium salts in affective disorder.
Brit J Psychiatry 1963, 109, 810-814.

Baastrup PC.

The use of lithium in manic-depressive psychosis.
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The first evidence
of lithium prophylactic activity

on a large group of patients

Lithium administration
(on average 6 years) 

among a group of 88 patients
with unipolar and bipolar

affective disorder

Average duration
of disordered mood

(mania or depression) 
within a year:

Before lithium: 13 weeks
On lithium: 2 weeks



The first evidence

of lithium-induced goiter:

in 12 of 330 patients

treated with lithium

for 5 months-2 years:

A suggestion

for thyroxine treatment



The first comprehensive

characterization

of lithium poisoning

based on 8 patients:

Description of prodrome, 

clinical picture, outcomes,

suggested management



The first study on the mechanism

of renal lithium reabsorption

(occurring in the proximal tubule)

and its relationship

to sodium reabsorption

The plausible explanation

of lithium toxicity (sometimes fatal)  

in subjects receiving lithium

as the salt substitute



The backlash

on prophylactic lithium

Lancet

1968, i, 968



A discussion on the topic within the International Network 

for the History of Neuropsychopharmacology (INHN)

Barry Blackwell’s final reply 

to Janusz Rybakowski’s final comment (Dec 14, 2017): 

 Once again, I am grateful to Janusz Rybakowski for sharing 

his encyclopedic knowledge of lithium usage over a half century perspective.

What emerges is the uncontestable conclusion that lithium 

remains the best first choice for mood stabilization in bipolar disorders 

and still shows evidence of benefits for other novel indications. 



1970



The first suggestion

of using propranolol

in lithium-induced tremor



The first report

of lithium effect on pregnancy

obtained on 118 children

born to mothers given lithium

during the first trimester

of pregnancy

(The Register of Lithium Babies)



The study

of 727 lithium pregnancies

Lithium exposure
• Not associated with any pregnancy

complications

or delivery outcomes

• Increased risk (OR-1.62) 

for neonatal readmission

within 28 days of birth

Lithium exposure

during the first trimester
Increased risk (OR-1.71) for major 

malformations but not for cardiac

Trine Munk-Olsen et al.

Lancet Psychiatry 2018; 5: 644-52



• The first strong

suggestion of using

lithium for prophylaxis

of unipolar affective

illness

• Pursuing the concept

of „hidden bipolars”

• A proposal

of controlled trial

made during IGSLI 

meeting in Poznan

in 2005



Lancet Psychiatry
2017; 4: 547-53



The first study on the effect of lithium prophylaxis

on artistic productivity
From 24 artists treated with lithium due to bipolar disorder 

12 reported an increase in their artistic productivity, 

6 a slight decrease and 6 noted no change at all.



The first comprehensive

guide of lithium therapy

for doctors, patients

and families

Lithium treatment

of manic-depressive illness.

A practical guide.

First edition: 1980

Second edition: 1983

Third edition: 1986

Fourth edition: 1988

Fifth edition: 1993

Sixth edition (Lithium treatment

of mood disorders): 2004 
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Mogens Schou, Bruno Mueller-Oerlinghausen and Paul Grof

The Founding Fathers of the IGSLI (1989)

International Group for Studies of Lithium-treated Patients



 Müller-Oerlinghausen B, Ahrens B, Volk J, Grof P, Grof E, Schou M et al. 

Reduced mortality of manic-depressive patients in long-term lithium treatment: 

an international collaborative study by IGSLI.

Psychiatry Res 1991; 36: 329-331 

 Müller-Oerlinghausen B, Wolf T, Ahrens B, Schou M, Grof E, Grof P et al.

Mortality during initial and during later lithium treatment. A collaborative study 

by the International Group for the Study of Lithium-treated Patients.

Acta Psychiatr Scand 1994; 90: 295-297.

 Müller-Oerlinghausen B, Wolf T, Ahrens B, Glaenz T, Schou M, Grof E et al. 

Mortality of patients who dropped out from regular lithium prophylaxis: 

a collaborative study by the International Group for the Study of Lithium-

treated patients (IGSLI).

Acta Psychiatr Scand 1996; 94: 344-347
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The lithium group

had bigger hippocampal

volume than non-

lithium group

regardless the

prophylactic effuicacy





„Lithium” journal existed between 1990-1994





 The best evidenced pharmacological augmentation

strategy in treatment-resistant depression

 The second main indication for lithium use

in mood disorders?

Bauer M, Adli M, Ricken R, Severus E, Pilhatsch M.

Role of lithium augmentation in the management of major depressive 

disorder. CNS Drugs 2014; 28: 331-342
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Mogens Schou

1918-2005

Selected awards

1974—International Scientific Kitty Foundation

Award (shared with Cade).

1982—John Cade Memorial Award.

1987—Albert Lasker Clinical Medical Research Award.

1995—International Society of Lithium Research’s

Mogens Schou Prize for Lifetime Achievement.

2000—C.I.N.P’s Pioneers in Psychopharmacology Award.

2004—NARSAD Lifetime Achievement Award.

Mogens Schou was  twice nominated

to Nobel Prize for medicine and physiology



Mogens Schou

1918-2005

Honorary President
of the International Society of Bipolar Disorder

since its inception in 1999

Mogens Schou’s Award
awarded since 2001

for prominent achievements in bipolar disorder



19th IGSLI Conference Poznań 23-25 September 2005

Mogens Schou passed away on September 29, 2005



 Paul Grof:

He was brilliant and creative throughout his life. However, 

what was most striking and profound about him was his love 

and compassion for people. He was a kind and caring father, 

husband, doctor, colleague and friend.

 Samuel Gershon: 

Although his contribution to the field will leave a permanent 

and lasting legacy, the loss of his humanity and personal

commitment to science and patient care are irreplaceable









Two Danes left the most significant imprint
on clinical use of lithium in mood disorders

 Carl Lange (1834 – 1900)

– Introduced lithium for treatment of periodic depression

on account of the theory of uric acid excess in the brain

 Mogens Schou (1918 – 2005)

– The biggest contemporary researcher

and promotor of lithium therapy in mood disorders




